POST-DOC FELLOWSHIP IN PISA

A 18-month postdoc position, with a good salary and no teaching load, is available in the Department of Mathematics, University of Pisa, Italy, starting from September 1st, 2015.

The position is open to anybody interested in holomorphic dynamics (both discrete and continuous), complex analysis and/or geometric function theory in several complex variables.

The link to the call and instructions for applying (both in English and in Italian) is

http://www.unipi.it/ateneo/bandi/assegni/2015/matemati/04072015/index.htm

The deadline for application is Monday, July 20, 2015, but since the interviews will be held (in person or via Skype)
on July 24, the sooner the application is sent the better.

Possible applicants are kindly requested (to apply following the instructions in the call and) to inform both Jasmin Raissy (jraissy@math.univ-toulouse.fr) and myself (marco.abate@unipi.it) of their intention to apply, so that we can schedule the Skype interview, if necessary. They can also write to us for any question they might have about the call. Letters of recommendation are very welcome, and can be mailed to our addresses.